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	Abstract: Current State:  In the United States Air Force, it is known that our Aircraft Technicians spend the majority of their time preparing to perform a maintenance action.  They are either in transit, logged into a computer, or inquiring about parts availability through their supply chain.  The time spent accomplishing a maintenance action is only a small part of the process.  Our plan listed below consolidates many of the redundancies that are inherent with manual operations while mitigating several human factors through automation. Currently, all 781 entries on the Boeing/ Gulfstream platforms at Joint Base Andrews, as well as many similarly equipped DoD bases, only use hard copy forms with a separate supply chain that isn't integrated within the same database(s) that are utilized to record these maintenance inputs.Future State: In the future, technicians will work from a cellular or wifi enabled tablet in which the aircraft maintenance manual (AMM) and related software will be designed so that digital selections can be made from within the maintenance program itself that would create a digital write up based on minimal user inputs.  Concurrently, while the technician is creating the write up, in-line troubleshooting suggestions are being presented based upon the symptoms the technician is inputting.  Once the suspected faulty part or parts are identified, the technician could then be directed to a parts ordering screen that would interact with the supply chain.  This cross-talk would be instantaneous, prompting notification to supply personnel, Production managers, and the Maintenance Operations Center (MOC) for status tracking purposes.  Once the component(s) have been replaced, the software would interface with the MDS specific database allowing the technician to "take time" for the job from within the application.  This maintenance implementation plan would increase productivity exponentially, eliminate millions of redundant wasted man hours, and ultimately producing more sorties.  Our goal is to model the current Air Force and sister services maintenance culture(s) after the processes being implemented within the F22 and F35 maintenance communities. 


